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Event Report
ESG Finance High-Level Panel 3rd

In line with the international trend toward 

sustainable finance, initiatives in ESG finance 

considering the elements of environment, society 

and governance are proceeding at an accelerating 

pace in Japan as well.

Based on the Recommendation from 

the High Level Meeting on ESG Finance

 (complied in July 2018), the Ministry of Environment 

held the 3rd ESG Finance High-Level Panel, 

assembling from all industries with aim of further 

mainstreaming ESG finance in Japan.

This leaflet introduces the essence of those discussions.
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� ��The life insurance industry will contribute to improving society-wide 
sustainability by promoting ESG �nance, including impact �nance. (The 
Life Insurance Association of Japan)
� ��The securities industry continues to provide more opportunities to 
facilitate the issuance of SDG bonds, including social bonds with due 
consideration to “S”, a factor that is becoming more important due to the 
COVID-19 crisis. (Japan Securities Dealers Association)
� ��As a provider of indirect �nancing, the banking industry will continue 
providing highly public and impact-conscious loans, with the aim to 
contribute to supporting the �ow of funds in Japan and overseas. 
(Japanese Bankers Association)
� ��A post-COVID-19 business potential evaluation should involve dialogues 
and consultation with customers with sustainability as a key topic. 
(Regional Banks Association of Japan)
� ��An important role of today’s regional banks is to assess the ESG-focused 
business viability of customers from a mid-term perspective and raise 
the awareness of customers. (The Second Association of Regional 
Banks)
� ��We will keep SMEs, the business partners of Shinkin banks, informed and 
educated to have the concept of SDGs and ESG be disseminated locally 
in order to help resolve problems. (The National Association of Shinkin 
Banks)
� ��Credit cooperatives will stay active in �nding opportunities to provide 
SDG-related education in order to increase interest in SDGs locally. 
(Shinkumi Banks Association of Japan )
� ��We will engage in ESG �nance proactively, including impact �nance, from 
the perspective of both value creation and crisis management. (Mr.   
Eiichiro Yamane, Development Bank of Japan)
� ��With a framework that allows �nancial institutions to adjust loan conditions 
by focusing on a visualized effect, ESG regional �nance can serve as 
impact �nance. (Mr. Mitsuo Makino, Mayor of Iida City)
� ��We hope to enhance the cooperative partnership for promoting impact 
�nance from an academic standpoint. (Prof. Yukari Takamura, The 
University of Tokyo)

� ��The investment trust industry could contribute to the advancement of 
impact �nance, if disclosure is enhanced and a common KPI is used.

   (The Investment Trusts Association, Japan)
� ��It will be acceptable for both investors and companies if empirical 
research is conducted on the relationship between impact investment and 
corporate value. (Japan Exchange Group)
� ��We hope to broaden existing efforts while improving the environment of 
impact �nance. (Financial Services Agency)
� ��It is preferable to utilize the accumulated research on impact analysis in 
the development �nance �eld. (Mr. Rintaro Tamaki, Japan Center for 
International Finance)

The remarks on future expectations were as follows.
� ��I expect Japan to secure impact �nance professionals who participate in 
the international debate, and take initiatives in the Asian region to help 
increase the liquidity of funds. (Mr. Hiroshi Nakaso, Daiwa Institute of 
Research)
� ��With the world’s �rst government-led concept of impact �nance, Japan is 
in an extremely advantageous position to increase its global presence if 
Japanese �nancial institutions specialize in it. (Principles for Financial 
Action for the 21st Century)  

ESG Regional Finance Task Force
(Chair: Mr. Keisuke Takegahara (Development Bank of Japan))

��Through the discussions held from June to the end of September 2020, the 

ESG Regional Finance Task Force formulated “A common vision for the 

dissemination and implementation of ESG regional �nance for building a 

sustainable society (draft)".

� �ESG regional �nance is the very role that should be played by �nancial 

institutions in order to synchronize the identi�cation or utilization of local 

resources with solving regional problems that occur or may occur. In the end, 

it leads to economic development in the region, the achievement of local 

SDGs, and the realization of a cyclical symbiotic community in the region.

� �ESG regional �nance will be realized by connecting the long-term and 

short-term perspectives, assessing the impact, and aligning the perspectives 

of �nancial institutions and stakeholders for such realization.

Report by Task Forces
The Positive Impact Finance Task Force and ESG Regional Finance Task 
Force, established under the ESG Finance High-Level Panel, reported the 
progress as follows:

Opinion Exchange
Opinions were exchanged on three topics: (1) matters to be addressed in 
the Post-COVID-19 society and the impact that ESG Finance should have", 
(2) actions required to be taken by individual �nancial institutions, and (3) 
the importance of impact �nance as a tool, necessary measures for 
dissemination and expectations for the future.

� ��Decarbonization efforts should be continued, while growth to promote the 
enhancement of added value should be pursued. (Ms. Yuri Okina, The 
Japan Research Institute, Ltd.)
� ��Japan’s determined and �rm commitment is expected to provide impacts 
that are substantial enough to achieve the SDGs for 2030 and the 
net-zero target for 2050. (Mr. Takejiro Sueyoshi, United Nations 
Environment Programme Finance Initiative)
� ��Disclosing �nancial institutions’ initiatives to enterprises leads to a change 
in their corporate behavior and can provide them with an extremely 
important impact. (Prof. Tadashi Otsuka, Waseda University)
� ��Amid the COVID-19 crisis, positive �nance for regional �nancial institutions 
is all about improving management and revitalizing businesses. (Mr. 
Hideto Tago, The Research Institute of Japanese Regional Economy)
� ��I believe that the practice of impact �nance may drive the realization of 
local revitalization, the very revenue base of regional �nancial institutions. 
(Mr. Toshihiko Mori, Japan Finance Professional Development Association)

Currently, the Ministry of the Environment is committed to recovering from the 
COVID-19 crisis by redesigning the economy and society under a project named 
“Redesign”. Social and economic transition in three categories, “carbon-free society,” 
“circulation economy,” and “decentralized society,” can serve as an engine that 
drives the competitiveness of the global economy, as well as a vaccine against the 
serious risk posed by global environmental problems. From this perspective, the 
Ministry has been engaged in the promotion of impact �nance and the dissemination 
and implementation of ESG regional �nance as two pillars. We aim to make impact 
�nance, which is today’s theme, mainstream in order to drive social innovation.
To create a virtuous environmental and economic cycle at all levels of society, it is 
essential for the �nancial sector to have a vision to support innovation in cooperation 
with various stakeholders. Your cooperation and interest in the further promotion of 
ESG �nance and redesigning the economy and society would be greatly appreciated.

Post-COVID-19 society redesigned 
under the initiative of ESG finance

Greetings from the Minister of the Environment: Minister Koizumi

ESG Finance for the transition to a low-carbon model
At the peak of the �rst wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, economic growth became the �rst priority, escalating concern that 
efforts for mitigating climate change might be sacri�ced. In fact, however, governments in many countries are planning to 
introduce a low-carbon model as a way to spur economic growth.
Such circumstances make us more con�dent that keeping global warming within 1.5 degrees by 2050 is within reach, and aim 
to achieve the same by focusing on impact investment. We are looking at tangible results of investment, while focusing on 
engagement.
The issues which in my opinion will likely shape up ESG investment in the next few years include “regulatory pressure" to 
establish common standards for ESGs and stricter global disclosure rules, “emergence of new �nancial products” including 
green bonds and transition bonds, and “irruption of  new environmental themes” such as biodiversity.

COVID-19 and recent climate hazards have newly urged individual �nancial institutions to recognize sustainability as an immediate and urgent 

issue on every scale from global to local levels.

The ESG Finance High-Level Panel reaf�rms the important role of �nance in realizing a sustainable and resilient society for future generations, 

including the achievement of SDGs, and hereby declares Japan’s basic stance to create environmental and social impacts through deepening 

the ESG �nance of the country.

1.  As in other countries, ESG finance is on the rise in Japan. The government is determined to promote ESG finance both 
quantitatively and qualitatively by continuing the effort to make impact finance mainstream with a larger inflow of funds 
through newly-discovered appropriate transactions and by encouraging individual financial institutions to reaffirm their role 
in society and take financial actions, including the implementation of broader ESG finance, to coexist with society from a 
medium- to long-term perspective.

2.  In order to create a positive environmental and social impact through ESG finance, individual financial institutions will 
cooperate with their stakeholders as necessary for the dissemination and implementation of impact finance. The Positive 
Impact Finance Task Force  will continue further necessary examination based on "Concept Paper on Impact Finance".

Declaration for Creating Positive Impact through Developed ESG Finance

The 3rd ESG Finance High-Level Panel has adopted the “Declaration for Creating Positive Impact through Developed ESG Finance”

Opening speech Mr. Gilles Moec (AXA Investment Managers)

��Concept Paper on Impact Finance was formulated based on discussions held 
from April to the end of June 2020.
��Aiming to eventually have impact �nance be implemented for all asset classes 
with consideration given to the impact on the entire market, the Task Force 
will prepare Green Impact Assessment Guide (tentative name), etc.
��While embodying impact �nance involves issues to be addressed, it should 
be proceeded with a positive attitude, the Chair stated “Let’s make an 
impact!”

Positive Impact Finance Task Force
(Chair: Mr. Takeshi Mizuguchi (Takasaki City University of Economics))

1) Matters to be addressed in the Post-COVID-19 society and 
    he impact that ESG Finance should have

2) Actions expected from individual financial institutions

3) Importance of impact finance as a tool, necessary measures for 
    dissemination, and expectations for the future
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